READING CHALLENGE 2024 LOG SHEET

Return this completed sheet to any OPL branch to receive a pin and to be entered into a drawing for a book store gift card. All entries must be received by December 31, 2024.

Name (please print clearly): ____________________________ Phone: ____________________________

Email: ________________________________________________________________

1) READ A BOOK ABOUT OR FEATURING TECHNOLOGY & CULTURE.
   Title & author: _______________________________________________________

2) READ A BOOK ABOUT OR FEATURING SOCIAL JUSTICE.
   Title & author: _______________________________________________________

3) READ A BOOK BY, ABOUT, OR FEATURING A REFUGEES OR IMMIGRANT.
   Title & author: _______________________________________________________

4) READ A BOOK FROM OPL’S TOP SHELF LISTS.
   Title & author: _______________________________________________________

5) READ A BOOK ABOUT OR FEATURING MYTHOLOGY.
   Title & author: _______________________________________________________

6) READ A BOOK ABOUT OR FEATURING LGBTQIA+ FAMILIES.
   Title & author: _______________________________________________________

7) READ A BOOK BY, ABOUT, OR FEATURING A PERSON WITH A DISABILITY.
   Title & author: _______________________________________________________

8) READ A BOOK MENTIONED ON THE BOOK DROP.
   Title & author: _______________________________________________________ 

9) READ A BOOK WITH A COLOR IN THE TITLE.
   Title & author: _______________________________________________________

10) READ A BOOK BY, ABOUT, OR FEATURING A 20TH CENTURY ICON.
    Title & author: _____________________________________________________

11) READ A BOOK BY, ABOUT, OR FEATURING A VETERAN.
    Title & author: _____________________________________________________

12) READ A BOOK ABOUT OR FEATURING SPIRITUALITY.
    Title & author: _____________________________________________________
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